




Discovery

Connock London is an award-winning British fragrance  
and wellbeing brand founded by Amanda Connock who  
has a family heritage in sourcing and supplying speciality 
ingredients to the Perfumery and Cosmetics industry.

Amanda’s love for exotic and unique natural ingredients  
and her heritage instilled in her a life-long passion for 
beauty and fragrance.
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Heritage

Amanda’s parents set up their family business in 1973 which 
went on to become the pre-eminent originator and supplier 
of specialist ingredients to the cosmetics industry. Amanda 
grew up in an environment rich with exotic ingredients  
and scents from around the world, and with the tenacious 
enthusiasm of her father for his creative work. 

After working in the family business and gaining valuable 
knowledge, experience and enthusiasm, Amanda had the 
right tools to make her own vision for Connock London  
a reality. It was from this desire to draw on her family’s 
business heritage, but to take this passion and enthusiasm  
in her own direction that Connock London was born.
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The Collection

Kukui Oil

This elegant fragrance forms the basis of our signature 
collection. Kukui Oil has been used by Hawaiians for 
centuries for its ability to keep skin soft and smooth.  
Our Kukui Oil is sourced from a small factory on the 
Hawaiian island of Oahu. 
 
The heart of Kukui is formed from the uplifting scent of 
the Gardenia flower, which is accompanied by a bouquet 
of fresh blooms including Italian Bergamot, Moroccan 
Rose and White Jasmine. The fragrance is grounded and 
enriched by a blend of Vetiver, White Amber, Vanilla 
Absolute and Tonka Bean to add depth and longevity.
 
“I instantly fell in love with the Hawaiian Islands – their wild  
and natural beauty, the warm, softly scented air and the spirit  
of the people. It was there that I began to develop a passion for  
fragrance and nature. As a family we went to watch the local  
women shell Kukui nuts and press the oil from the kernels...” 
Amanda Connock
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16 / 17 Kukui Oil Candle / Room & Linen Mist / Hand & Body Lotion / Hand & Body Wash



18 / 19 Kukui Oil Scented Ceramic / Hand & Body Lotion / Bath & Shower Oil / Radiant Glow Body Oil



20 / 21 Kukui Oil Hand & Body Lotion / Radiant Glow Body Oil / Soap / Bath & Shower Oil / Hand & Body Wash



22 / 23 Kukui Oil Candle / Bath & Shower Oil / Radiant Glow Body Oil / Hawaiian Sea Salt Scrub / Rich Body Cream



24 / 25 Kukui Oil Candle / Nourishing Hand Cream / Wonder Balm / Travel Collection
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Vittaveli
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The Collection

Vittaveli was born of a collaboration with the world  
renowned Vittaveli Resort in the Maldives. Its radiant  
heart is floral with notes of Jasmine, Pink Rose, Frangipani 
and Hibiscus that are underpinned by a sultry base of 
Sandalwood, Vanilla Orchid and delicate Oud. Elegant top 
notes of Frankincense, spicy Pepper Berries and Bergamot 
form an overall leafy blend reminiscent of the fruit of the 
local Banyan Tree.
 
From the packaging that mirrors the turquoise blue  
waters of the South Male Atoll, to the locally sourced  
ingredients and botanicals used to capture the essence  
of the iconic Vittaveli resort, Amanda created a fragrance  
to reflect the tropical beauty of the island alongside  
the luxury and tranquillity that the resort has to offer.
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